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QUESTION 1

A system administrator needs to identify the performance of a database application and JDBC connection pool, CPU
usage time and response time. Which tools should the administrator use to get this data? 

A. Client program 

B. Request metrics 

C. Custom Java code 

D. Heap dump analyzer 

E. Performance Monitoring Infrastructure (PMI) 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

In a network deployment cell, web users are prompted several times to authenticate. 

What should the administrator do so that the users only need to authenticate once during a session? 

A. Configure an authentication proxy server in the DMZ. 

B. Enable the "Set security cookies to HTTPOnly" property for the global single sign-on configuration. 

C. Enable single sign-on for the global security configuration and provide the necessary DNS domain names. 

D. Increase the default LTPA timeout and the cache timeout values for forwarded credentials between servers. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Web clients are seeing error messages when they try to access a Java EE application. In order to isolate the system
component that may be causing the problem, the administrator decides to verify the request flow from a web browser. In
what order should the components be examined? 

A. Web server, embedded HTTP server, web services engine 

B. Web server, HTTP plug-in, embedded HTTP server, web container 

C. Embedded HTTP server, web services engine, web container 

D. Load balancer, web server, name server, embedded HTTP server, web container 
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Correct Answer: B  

 

QUESTION 4

An application server is configured with the default garbage collection (GC) policy. An administrator needs to load test
different GC policies. How can the administrator change the server\\'s GC policy? 

A. Start the node agent from the command line using the -Xgcpolicy option, and specify the server name. 

B. Start the administrative agent from the command line using the -Xgcpolicy option and specify the server name. 

C. Use Integrated Solutions Console (ISC) to navigate to the server\\'s JVM configuration and add an appropriate
-Xgcpolicy setting. 

D. Use Integrated Solutions Console (ISC) to navigate to the deployment manager\\'s JVM configuration and add an
appropriate -Xgcpolicy setting. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A system administrator needs to connect to a database from an enterprise application where global security is enabled.
What security object should the administrator use? 

A. Security certificate 

B. J2C authentication alias 

C. Basic authentication token 

D. Local operating system (local OS) user id 

Correct Answer: B 
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